ROBOT NATIVE PROGRAM
VALIDATION SPECIALIST

3DEXPERIENCE MANUFACTURING
& PRODUCTION ROLE

SIMULATE ROBOT
BEHAVIOR USING
NATIVE ROBOT
CONTROLLER
SOFTWARE

Robot Native Program Validation Specialist enables virtual 3D simulation and validation
of native language robot programs.
Robot Native Program Validation Specialist uses the robot vendor’s Virtual Robot Controller
(VRC) software, which implements the Realistic Robot Simulation II (RRS-II) interface
standard. The virtual robot’s cycle time and trajectory can be simulated with nearly 100
percent accuracy when compared to the physical robot. Robots can be programmed and
simulated using a virtual teach pendant when provided by the robot manufacturer, that
mimics the teach pendant used on the physical robot.

Extremely accurate simulations
Programmers can validate advanced robotic systems and use
robot-controller technology packages that can be simulated
using only RRS-II. For ultimate realism and accuracy, Robot
Native Program Validation Specialist supports hardware-inthe-loop cell simulation, in which actual hardware components
(robot controllers) are integrated into the simulation with
industry-standard RRS-II communication interfaces.
Robot programmers can safely validate native
robot
programs
and
input
and
output
logic
in 3D. Users can validate the robot program’s nominal
behavior and test what-if scenarios to reduce production
equipment downtime.

Virtual teach pendant
Expert users can program and simulate a robot using a virtual
teach pendant, when provided by the robot manufacturer, that
mimics the teach pendant used on the physical robot. This
allows robot programmers who are familiar with the physical
hardware to quickly program robot-specific instructions.

Accurate, efficient simulation
in a virtual environment

Role Highlights
• Groundbreaking 3DEXPERIENCE® platform
• Simulate Native Language Programs using RRS II
• Simulate robot tasks with the virtual robot
controller software
• Simulates using the virtual teach pendant
• Supports On-the-Go option

Simulate and validate native
language robot programs

Our 3DEXPERIENCE Platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich
portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading
solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding
possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140
countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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Virtual validation of native robot programs

